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Subject(s): Doctor, Kidney Transplant, the First Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University, 
Guangzhou

Summary

1. If lucky, it takes one or two weeks to wait for the surgery, but if unlucky, it takes two 
or several months.

2. With the two divisions combined, there should be more than 400 cases performed in a 
year.

Translation 

Operator: Hello, hello! ...

Investigator: Hello, hello! Is this the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University?

Operator: Right, yes!

Investigator: Hello, please connect me to…or give me the number for Kidney Transplant. 
Can you connect me to Kidney Transplant or the Doctors’ Office of Kidney Transplant? 
Thank you.

Operator: Did you say Kidney Transplant?

Investigator: Yes, Kidney Transplant.

Operator: Please wait a moment, let me connect you over.

…… 

Dr. Wang: Hello?

Investigator: Hello! Is this the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University?



Dr. Wang: Ah, yes.

Investigator: Is this the Kidney Transplant Doctors’ Office?

Dr. Wang: Yes, yes.

Investigator: Hello, one of my family members wants to go to your hospital for a kidney 
transplant…

Dr. Wang: Okay.

Investigator: Oh, so right now, do we need to bring over his files, or are there any procedures 
to follow?

Dr. Wang: Ah, you come over here. We have a kidney transplant consulting office here, 
which can always help get you registered or something of this nature when you get there. We 
have a consulting office here…then we have doctors on duty. Our doctors here won’t take 
charge of things initially in consultation, but will do so later after you’re registered. You’ll 
have to come first, so we can first look at your tissue typing and so on. Regarding all that… 
here in our consulting office we have specialized…there will be a specialized staff to address 
your questions or concerns then.

Investigator: I’d say that if with good luck, then the tissue typing is just...

Dr. Wang: Good luck could just mean…good luck has something to do with whether or not a 
bed is available. Haven’t you queued in other hospitals too? Well, how did they answer your 
questions?

Investigator: Yes, we have. Well, they too… as they said, if lucky, it takes one or two weeks 
to wait for the surgery, but if unlucky, it takes two to several months.

Dr. Wang: Right, right.

Investigator: That's right, well, nowadays at your hospital in a year…as I’ve heard, usually 
the more cases are done, the better the techniques become. Well, how many cases can you do 
at your hospital in a year?

Dr. Wang: With our two divisions combined, there should be more than 400 cases in a year.

Investigator: More than 400 cases a year…you do more than 400 cases annually. So, 400 
cases certainly mean that your techniques are pretty good. Well, who is your chief physician? 
Who is he? Can I go to him directly?



Dr. Wang: Ah, you can go register for an appointment. Then you just…then you just go 
register to make an appointment with our director, and there will always be a kidney organ 
allocated for you later.

Investigator: What is your director’s surname?

Dr. Wang: It’s Wang.

Investigator: And his full name?

Dr. Wang: It’s Wang…Wang…Wang Changxi.

Investigator: Ah, Director Wang Changxi, okay, is he the chief physician in Kidney 
Transplant?

Dr. Wang: Yes, yes, he is.

Investigator: Is the bed supply tight if everything else is okay? That is, will there be a bed 
available when he’s admitted into your hospital?

Dr. Wang: You can rest assured. If he’s to have the surgery, if we have a kidney organ 
available for him, he will just come here directly for hospitalization. Prior to all that, he 
won’t be allowed to be admitted into our hospital.

Investigator: We’ll go ask for Director Wang When we get there, okay? Thank you, alright, 
thank you!


